Single Spies

A critically acclaimed double bill of Alan Bennett plays, adapted for BBC Radio. An
Englishman Abroad - It is 1958, and in a squalid flat in Moscow, double-agent Guy Burgess is
hiding from the world. When he is visited by actress Coral Browne, he is overjoyed to see
someone from his former life in England. Starved for information, Burgess interrogates her
about English society gossip. A Question of Attribution - In 1956, Sir Anthony Blunt - pillar
of the Establishment and respected Knight of the Realm - is working as Surveyor of the
Queens Pictures. Perfectly at home in the corridors of Buckingham Palace, he frequently
encounters Her Majesty as he works on her paintings, and has a special fondness for one
particular Titian. However, there is one small problem: the painting, like Blunt himself, is a
fake. Is the Queen aware that her enigmatic servant might also be other than he seems?
Poignant and moving, these two brand new adaptations feature Simon Callow, Brigit Forsyth,
Edward Petherbridge and Prunella Scales.
Gilbert Pinfolds Hollenfahrt: Ein Konversationsstuck (detebe) (German Edition),
Parent-Friendly Early Learning: Tips and Strategies for Working Well with Families, Chicken
Alchemy, Reclaiming Public Ownership: Making Space for Economic Democracy, Hillary
Clintons Biography: The Ugly Truth, Recovering Coloring Book: Spiritual Meditational and
Anti-Stress Coloring Book,
7 Oct - 3 min - Uploaded by London Live Award winning double bill of Alan Bennett plays
comes to Kingston, about British spies, works of. 11 Jul - 3 min - Uploaded by Theatre by the
Lake Find out more about TBTL's production of Alan Bennett's Single Spies from cast
members. I find myself in two minds about Rachel Kavanaugh's new touring revival of Alan
Bennett's Single Spies, the acclaimed double-bill (its title. This unusual double bill of one act
plays is about two of the most celebrated spies of modern times: Guy Burgess and Anthony
Blunt. Single Spies won the Single Spies is the collective name for two separate one-act plays,
'An Englishman Abroad' and 'A Question Of Attribution', when performed. Lively: David
Young and Nicholas Farrell in Single Spies (Alastair Muir) the infamous â€œCambridge
spiesâ€• in states of suspended animation. Alan Bennett's 'Single Spies' reflects on the lives of
some of the members of the Cambridge Spy Ring â€“ the group of men who met at.
Alan Bennett's Olivier Award winning comedy masterpiece uncovers the true stories behind
two notorious spies. Guy Burgess and Anthony Blunt were members.
Single Spies by Alan Bennett. Following the success of The King's Speech, Chichester
Festival Theatre and Birmingham Repertory Theatre collaborate once . Chichester Festival
Theatre and Birmingham Repertory Theatre collaborate to bring Alan Bennett's classic
comedy masterpiece Single Spies to Cheltenham as .
Almost 30 years ago Alan Bennett paired two single-act plays about members of the
Cambridge spy ring to make an ostensibly comic evening. A country wracked with grief,
queues to sign the books of condolence, a national treasure departed It is easy to imagine what
will happen. Alan Bennett takes a very, poignant look at the comprised situation of the '
Cambridge spies' and the shadows lying behind even the most familiar facades.
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